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Abstract: The cross section of a top-quark pair produced in association with a photon
is measured in proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of
p
s = 8 TeV with
20:2 fb 1 of data collected by the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider in 2012.
The measurement is performed by selecting events that contain a photon with transverse
momentum pT > 15 GeV, an isolated lepton with large transverse momentum, large missing
transverse momentum, and at least four jets, where at least one is identied as originating
from a b-quark. The production cross section is measured in a ducial region close to the
selection requirements. It is found to be 139  7 (stat:)  17 (syst:) fb, in good agreement
with the theoretical prediction at next-to-leading order of 151  24 fb. In addition, dif-
ferential cross sections in the ducial region are measured as a function of the transverse
momentum and pseudorapidity of the photon.
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Measurements of top-quark properties play an important role in testing the Standard Model
(SM) and its possible extensions. Studies of the production and dynamics of a top-quark
pair in association with a photon (tt) probe the t electroweak coupling. For instance,
deviations in the pT spectrum of the photon from the SM prediction could point to new
physics through anomalous dipole moments of the top quark, as discussed in refs. [1{6].
Photons can originate not only from top quarks, but also from their decay products,
including the quarks and leptons from the decay of the W bosons. In addition, they can
be radiated from incoming partons. Evidence for the production of a top-quark pair in
association with an energetic, isolated photon has been found in pp collisions at the Teva-
tron collider at a centre-of-mass energy of
p
s = 1:96 TeV by the CDF Collaboration [7].
Finally, observation of the tt process was reported by the ATLAS Collaboration in pp
collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV [8].
This paper describes a measurement of the tt production cross section, based on a data
set recorded with the ATLAS detector in 2012 at a centre-of-mass energy of
p
s = 8 TeV and
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20:2 fb 1. The cross section is measured with a
maximum-likelihood t using templates dened within a ducial volume chosen to be close
to the selection requirements implemented in the analysis. Only nal states with exactly
one reconstructed lepton (electron or muon), including those originating from  lepton
decays, are considered. These nal states are referred to as the single-lepton channel in the
following. In addition to the inclusive cross section, dierential cross sections as a function
of the transverse momentum pT and the pseudorapidity  of the photon are measured for
the same ducial volume. The cross sections are compared to the theoretical calculations
at next-to-leading order (NLO) [9] in the strong interaction.
2 ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector is described in detail elsewhere [10]. Here, a short overview is pre-
sented with a focus on the electromagnetic calorimeter, which provides an accurate mea-
surement of energetic photons. The major components of the ATLAS detector are an
inner detector (ID) surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T axial
magnetic eld, electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer
(MS). The ID provides tracking information and is composed of three subsystems. The
pixel and silicon microstrip detectors cover the pseudorapidity range jj < 2:5,1 while the
transition radiation tracker has an acceptance range of jj < 2:0 and provides identica-
tion information for electrons. The MS consists of a large superconducting air-core toroidal
magnet system, three stations of chambers for high-precision tracking measurements in the
region jj < 2:7, and a muon trigger system eective over the region jj < 2:4.
1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in
the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre
of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r; ) are used in the transverse
plane,  being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is dened in terms of the polar

















The electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) is a lead/liquid-argon detector composed of a
barrel (jj < 1:475) and two endcaps (1:375 < jj < 3:2). For jj < 2:5, the calorimeter has
three layers, longitudinal in shower depth, with the rst layer having the highest granularity
in the  direction, and the second layer collecting most of the electromagnetic shower
energy for high-pT electrons or photons. A thin presampling layer in the range jj < 1:8
is used to correct for the energy lost by EM particles upstream of the calorimeter. The
hadronic calorimeter system, which surrounds the electromagnetic calorimeter, is based
on two dierent active media, scintillator tiles or liquid argon, and with steel, copper, or
tungsten as the absorber materials. Photons are identied as narrow, isolated showers in
the EMC with no spill-over into the hadronic calorimeter. The ne segmentation of the
ATLAS calorimeter allows ecient rejection of jets fragmenting to high-energy 0 or 
mesons that could be misidentied as isolated prompt photons.
3 Data and simulation samples
Monte Carlo simulated events are used to evaluate signal eciencies and backgrounds, and
to estimate and correct for resolution eects. Additional simulated inelastic pp collisions,
generated with Pythia 8.160 [11] using the MSTW2008 LO [12] parton distribution functions
(PDFs) and parameter values set according to the A2 tune [13], are overlaid to simulate
the eects of pile-up from additional interactions in the same and nearby bunch crossings.
The tt signal sample is modelled with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.1.0 [14], interfaced
to Pythia 6.427 [15] for parton showering and hadronisation. The tt matrix element is
generated at leading order (LO) including the decays of the top quarks. The photons can
be emitted from the incoming partons, from the top quark, or from the decay products.
The renormalisation (R) and factorisation (F) scales are chosen such that the top-quark
pair (tt) events, produced with the same settings as used for the tt production, describe
the tt data well. The scale choice is made to have the best agreement with the results
in ref. [16]. Good agreement with the data is obtained for R = F = 2mtop, where
mtop = 172:5 GeV is the mass of the top quark used in all simulated samples. In order to
avoid infrared and collinear singularities, the following kinematic requirements are applied
to the generated events: the photon transverse momentum must be larger than 10 GeV
and the absolute value of its pseudorapidity less than 5, at least one charged lepton with
a transverse momentum larger than 15 GeV, and the distance R =
p
()2 + ()2
between the photon and all other charged particles in the nal state must be larger than 0:2.
The CTEQ6L1 (LO) PDF [17] is used both for the matrix element and in the Pythia 6 parton
shower, using the corresponding Perugia2011C tune [18]. Additional photon radiation
is generated with Photos 2.15.4 [19, 20]. The decays of the  leptons are handled by
Tauola 2.7 [21]. The signal sample is simulated for single-lepton and dilepton tt events.
The sample is normalised to the NLO prediction using K-factors, as described in section 7.2.
The production of W+jets and Z+jets nal states is simulated with the
Sherpa 1.4.0 [22] event generator, using the NLO CT10 PDF [23]. The matrix elements are
calculated at LO with up to three nal-state partons. The parton shower uses Sherpa's

















additional sample generated with Alpgen 2.14 [24], interfaced to Pythia 6.426, is used.
For both the matrix-element calculations and the parton-shower evolution, the CTEQ6L1
PDF is used. The tuned parameters for the parton shower, the additional photon radiation,
and  lepton decays are handled in the same way as for the signal tt sample. No dedicated
samples were produced for Z+jets nal states due to the expected small contribution to
the total uncertainty.
Electroweak production of the top quark (single-top) is simulated with Powheg-
Box v1.0 [25, 26] using the NLO CT10 PDF. The same models are employed for parton
shower, photon radiation, and  lepton decays as used for the signal tt sample. The event
generator versions for these processes are the ones used for the tt sample, apart from
Pythia 6.426 being used for the showering of the Wt channel. In order to remove the
overlap with tt, the Wt sample is produced using the so-called diagram removal generation
scheme [27]. The t-channel and Wt-channel samples are normalised to the approximate
next-to-next-to-leading order calculations in refs. [28] and [29], respectively. In addition,
diboson (WW , WZ, ZZ) production samples are generated using Alpgen 2.14 [24], in-
terfaced to Herwig 6.520 [30] and Jimmy 4.31 [31]. For these, the CTEQ6L1 PDF and the
corresponding AUET2 tune [32] are used. The additional photon radiation and  lepton de-
cays are handled in the same way as for the signal tt sample. The samples are normalised
using the NLO calculation in ref. [33].
The tt process is simulated using the NLO quantum-chromodynamics (QCD) matrix-
element event generator Powheg-Box v1.0 [34{36], using the CT10 PDF and interfaced
to Pythia 6.427 for the parton shower, fragmentation and underlying-event modelling.
Other settings are handled in the same way as for the signal tt sample. This sample is
used exclusively to validate the data-driven backgrounds.
All samples are processed either through the full ATLAS detector simulation [37]
based on Geant 4 [38], or through a faster simulation using parameterised showers in
the calorimeters [39]. The resulting simulated events are processed with the same recon-
struction algorithms and analysis chain as the data.
The measurement is based on data collected by the ATLAS experiment in pp collisions
at
p
s = 8 TeV in 2012. The corresponding integrated luminosity is 20:2 fb 1. The absolute
luminosity scale is derived from beam-separation scans performed in November 2012 [40].
4 Event reconstruction and selection
The single-lepton tt nal state is characterised by the presence of a high-pT photon, an
isolated lepton with a large pT, large missing transverse momentum originating from the
neutrino in the leptonic decay of a W boson, two jets from the hadronic decay of the other
W boson, and two b-quark jets.
4.1 Event reconstruction
Electron candidates are reconstructed from energy deposits in the central region of the
EMC with associated tracks in the ID [41]. The candidates have to satisfy the tight identi-

















jclj < 2:47, excluding the transition region between barrel and endcap EM calorimeters,
1:37 < jclj < 1:52. The variable cl is the pseudorapidity of the electromagnetic energy
cluster with respect to the geometric centre of the detector. Electrons are further required
to have a longitudinal impact parameter with respect to the primary vertex2 of less than
2 mm. Isolation requirements on calorimeter and tracking variables are used to reduce the
background from jets misidentied as electrons. The calorimeter isolation variable is based
on the energy sum of cells within a cone of size R = 0:2 around the direction of each
electron candidate. This energy sum excludes cells associated with the electron's cluster
and is corrected for leakage from the electron's cluster itself and for energy deposits from
pile-up. The tracking isolation variable is based on the sum of the transverse momenta of
all tracks around the electron in a cone of size R = 0:3, excluding the electron track. For
both isolation variables, requirements are chosen to give separately a 90% electron selection
eciency for electrons from Z ! ee decays in each pT bin.
Muon candidates are identied by matching tracks in the muon spectrometer with
tracks in the ID and are required to have jj < 2:5 and pT > 25 GeV [43, 44]. The
longitudinal impact parameter with respect to the primary vertex is required to be less
than 2 mm. To reduce the background from muons originating from heavy-avour decays
inside jets, muons are required to be separated by R > 0:4 from the nearest jet and to
be isolated. The muon isolation variable, dened as the ratio of the sum of pT of tracks,
excluding the muon, in a cone of variable size R = 10 GeV=pT(), to the pT of the muon
is required to be smaller than 0:05 [45]. This isolation requirement results in an eciency
of about 97% for muons from Z !  decays.
Reconstruction of photons [46] starts with forming seed clusters in the EMC with
a size 0:075  0:123 in the    space and with transverse energy above 2:5 GeV using
the sliding-window algorithm [47]. Tracks in the ID are matched to EM seed clusters
and are used to form conversion-vertex candidates where possible. The conversion-vertex
candidates are then matched to the seed clusters. A nal algorithm decides whether a
seed cluster corresponds to an unconverted photon, a converted photon or a single electron
based on the matching to conversion vertices or tracks and on the cluster and track(s)
four-momenta. Photon candidates must full identication criteria based on shower-shape
variables containing information from the rst layer of the EMC (strip layer) [48]. All
photons are required to have a transverse momentum of at least 15 GeV and jclj < 2:37,
excluding the transition region of the EMC, 1:37 < jclj < 1:52.
Jet candidates are reconstructed with the anti-kt [49] algorithm with a radius parameter
R = 0:4, using cell clusters [50] in the calorimeter, which are calibrated using the local
cluster weighting method [51]. The energies of jets are then calibrated using an energy-
and -dependent simulation-based calibration scheme with in situ corrections based on
data. Jets are required to have pT > 25 GeV and jj < 2:5. To suppress jets from pile-up,
a requirement on the jet vertex fraction (JVF) is imposed. It is dened as the ratio of
the sum of the pT of tracks associated with both the jet and the primary vertex to the
2Events are required to contain a hard collision primary vertex with at least four associated charged
particle tracks of pT > 0:4 GeV. If there are multiple primary vertices in an event, the one with the largest

















sum of the pT of all tracks associated with the jet. Jets with pT < 50 GeV and jj < 2:4
are required to satisfy jJVFj > 0:5 [52], which achieves high eciency for jets from hard
scatters and high rejection of pile-up jets.
Muons within a cone of R = 0:4 around a jet are removed, as well as the closest jet
within a cone of R = 0:2 (0:1) around an electron (photon). Finally, electrons within a
cone of R = 0:4 around a jet are removed.
Jets containing b-hadrons are tagged by an algorithm that uses multivariate techniques
combining information from the impact parameters of displaced tracks as well as topological
properties of secondary and tertiary decay vertices reconstructed within the jet [53{55].
The working point used for this selection corresponds to a 70% eciency for b-jets with
pT > 20 GeV and jj < 2:5 in simulated tt events, and a light-quark or gluon jet rejection
factor of 140.
The missing transverse momentum, with magnitude EmissT , is reconstructed as the
transverse component of the negative vector sum of the momenta of all electrons, muons,
photons and jets, as well as calibrated calorimeter energy clusters not associated with any
of the above [56].
4.2 Event selection
A single-lepton trigger is used to select the events. For the electron channel, the trigger
requires either a pT threshold of 24 GeV and isolation, or a pT threshold of 60 GeV inde-
pendent of isolation. For the muon channel, the trigger requires a pT threshold of 24 GeV
and isolation, or 34 GeV independent of isolation.
In both channels, the presence of exactly one lepton with pT > 25 GeV passing the
trigger requirements and at least four jets is required. In order to reduce several background
contributions, but mainly the W+jets background, at least one jet is required to be tagged
as a b-jet.
For the muon channel, additional requirements on the missing transverse momentum
and on mWT , the transverse mass of the W boson candidate [57], E
miss
T > 20 GeV and
EmissT +m
W
T > 60 GeV, are imposed. For the electron channel the requirements are tighter,
EmissT > 30 GeV and m
W
T > 30 GeV, due to the larger multijet background.
The tt candidates are selected by applying the above criteria and by requiring exactly
one photon. Events with a jet within a cone of R = 0:5 around the selected photon are
rejected to remove photon radiation from quarks. In order to enrich the sample with events
in which a photon is radiated from a top quark, the distance between the selected photon
and lepton direction is required to be larger than R = 0:7. For the electron channel,
the invariant mass of the electron and the photon has to be outside a 5 GeV mass window
around the Z boson mass (i.e. me < 86 GeV or me > 96 GeV) in order to suppress Z+jet
events with one electron misidentied as a photon. Additional control regions are dened
in section 5.
The selection yields a total of 1256 and 1816 candidate events in the electron and
muon channels, respectively. From simulation studies, 44090 and 720140 signal events

















uncertainties discussed in section 8. The photon pT and jj distributions after the selec-
tion are shown in gure 1. The data distributions are compared to the predictions from
simulation and data-driven estimates for both the signal and backgrounds, as explained
in section 6.
For the measurement of the dierential cross sections, the phase space in the variables
pT and  is divided into ve bins each, chosen to be suciently large compared to the
resolution in the respective variable and to contain a similar number of predicted signal
events. The bins in photon pT are 15{25 GeV, 25{40 GeV, 40{60 GeV, 60{100 GeV, and
100{300 GeV, and for the photon jj they are 0{0:25, 0:25{0:55, 0:55{0:90, 0:90{1:37, and
1:37{2:37.
4.3 Denition of the ducial phase space
The ducial region for this analysis is dened for Monte Carlo events at particle level
(before detector simulation) using the following particle denitions and event selection,
which are designed to mimic those at the reconstruction level (after detector simulation).
The objects are constructed from stable particles in the event record of the generator with
a lifetime larger than 30 ps.
Leptons. Electrons and muons with pT > 10 GeV and jj < 2:7 are combined with all
photons that do not originate from hadron decays and are within a cone of R = 0:1
and their four-momenta are added together. These modied leptons are then required
to have pT > 25 GeV, jj < 2:5 and not originate from a hadron decay.
Jets. Jets are clustered with the anti-kt algorithm with a radius parameter of R = 0:4.
Neutrinos and muons are not considered in the clustering. Jets are required to have
pT > 25 GeV and jj < 2:5.
b-jets. Jets are tagged as b-jets if they contain a b-hadron with pT > 5 GeV within R =
0:3 of the jet axis.
Photons. Photons are required to not originate from a hadron decay and to satisfy ET >
15 GeV and jj < 2:37.
Overlap removal. The applied overlap removal procedure is the same as for the recon-
structed objects, as described in section 4.1.
The following event selection based on the object denitions listed above is applied
to dene the ducial phase space: exactly one electron (muon) from a W boson decay is
required in the electron (muon) channel; at least four jets have to be selected, among which
at least one must be a b-jet; and exactly one photon is required. Additionally, the event is
discarded if the photon has R(jet; ) < 0:5 with any jet or R(`; ) < 0:7 where ` is the
electron or muon.
In order to obtain a common ducial region for the electron channel and the muon
channel, the requirements imposed at the reconstruction level on EmissT , m
W
T , and me are
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Figure 1. Comparison of data and the expected distributions in the events passing the tt selection
for the (a), (c) single-electron channel and (b), (d) single-muon channel. The expected signal and
background distributions include the prediction for signal (tt), normalised to the next-to-leading-
order calculation [9], as well as for other processes with prompt photons, such as W+jets and
Z+jets production from simulation (prompt  bkg), where the W+jets contribution is scaled
with a data-driven method. The contributions of events in which an electron is misidentied as a
photon (e!  fakes) and of events in which hadrons are misidentied as photons (hadronic fakes)
are estimated from data. The shaded band corresponds to the total uncertainty of the expected
signal and backgrounds. Panels (a) and (b) show the photon pT distributions, where the overow


















After the event selection there are three classes of events, 1) those with prompt photons,
2) those with photons from hadron decays or hadrons misidentied as photons, called
hadronic fakes, and 3) those from electrons misidentied as photons. The prompt-photon
category includes both the signal events and other background processes, such as W or
Z boson production with prompt photons. The extraction of the total and dierential
cross sections is based on a likelihood t using three templates, one for the prompt-photon
events, one for the hadronic-fake events and one for electrons misidentied as photons.
The normalisations of the rst two templates are free parameters in the likelihood t,
while for the third template the normalisation is xed to the data-driven estimate of the
number of events with an electron misidentied as a photon, as described in section 6.2.
The variable used for the templates is pisoT , the sum of the transverse momenta of all tracks
within a cone with an opening angle around the photon of 0:2 rad. This variable yields the
best discrimination between signal and background and has almost no dependence on the
amount of pile-up [8]. A detailed description of the likelihood t is given in section 7.2,
while the background determination is discussed in section 6.
5.1 Prompt-photon template
The prompt-photon template is extracted using the photons from the tt signal simulation
after the event selection described in section 4. In addition, only reconstructed photons
that are geometrically matched to a particle-level photon within R of 0.1 are selected.
Approximately 95% of the photons in the selected signal events full this condition. The
prompt-photon template is shown in gure 2. Templates extracted from W+jets and
Z+jets simulation are consistent with this template within statistical uncertainties. The
simulated sample is large enough to ensure a small statistical uncertainty of the template
for the total cross-section measurement, with a maximum uncertainty of 4% in the last bin.
For the dierential measurements, the template is extracted for each bin of the transverse
momentum and pseudorapidity distributions of the photon. In this case, the uncertainty in
the last bin of the distribution can be as large as 13%. Both the statistical and systematic
uncertainties, discussed in section 8, are taken into account when performing the likelihood
t described in section 7.2.
5.2 Hadronic-fake template
The hadronic-fake template is extracted from a control region in data with at least four jets.
Events must have at least one photon candidate that fails to satisfy at least one of the four
photon identication criteria constructed using shower-shape variables from the rst layer
of the EMC. The strip layer is nely segmented in  for suppressing fake photons, which
typically have a broader shower prole. While these variables have strong discriminating
power between signal and fake photons, they have negligible correlation with the photon
isolation [46]. The control region is dened with the same jet multiplicity requirement as
for the signal region because the shape of the template depends on the jet multiplicity. In
addition, to prevent electrons that are misidentied as photons from entering the control
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Figure 2. The pisoT templates for the inclusive cross-section measurement for prompt photons,
hadronic fakes and electron fakes. The template for the signal photon is taken from simulation,
while the other two templates are derived from data. The distributions are normalised to unity and
the last bins contain the overows. The shaded bands show the total uncertainty in each template.
The shape of the template depends on both the pT and  of the hadronic fakes. The
hadronic fakes are less isolated at higher pT values, as they are more likely to arise from
energetic jets which have larger pisoT values. The dependence on  is due to the varying
amount of material in front of the calorimeter. Because of the dierent pT and  distribu-
tions of the hadronic fakes in the control region and in the signal region, the hadronic-fake
template for the total cross-section measurement is calculated as a weighted sum of tem-
plates determined in bins of the hadronic fakes: ve for pT (here, the same bins as for
the photon pT in the dierential cross-section measurement are chosen) and two for jj
(jj < 1:80 and 1:80 < jj < 2:37). The weights w are the fraction of the hadronic-fake
events in a given pT or  range, estimated from another control region in data, closer to
the signal region although with fewer events, in order to correct the pT and  distributions
of the hadronic fakes. This region is dened exactly in the same way as the signal region,
described in section 4, but replacing the nominal photon selection by one where the photon
fails to satisfy at least one of the tight identication criteria. The dierence in the event
topologies between the two control regions was found to have a negligible eect on the nal
template shape. Since no correlation between pT and  of hadronic fakes is observed in
this control region, the dependence of the template on pT and  can be treated separately.
The nal weighted hadronic-fake template for the inclusive measurement, shown in
































where T h-fakepT;i is the hadronic-fake template of the pT bin i and wpT;i is its corresponding
weight, while T h-fake;j is the hadronic-fake template of the  bin j with w;j as its associated
weight. The index i runs over the ve bins in pT, while the index j runs over the two bins
in . Similarly, for each bin of the dierential cross-section measurement in photon pT (),
a template is obtained by averaging over the hadronic-fake  (pT) dependence.
The main uncertainty in this template stems from a small contamination of the selected
events by prompt photons.
5.3 Electron-fake template
Electrons misidentied as photons represent the second-largest background. Electrons and
photons have very similar shower shapes in the electromagnetic calorimeter. For this reason,
an electron can be misidentied as a photon if the associated track is poorly reconstructed,
or in case of nearby jet activity it can be misidentied as a converted photon. A pisoT
template is derived from photons in a control sample containing electron-photon pairs with
an invariant mass compatible with the Z boson mass, hereafter called Z ! e + fake 
events. In these events the photon is predominantly an electron misidentied as a photon.
The control sample selection requires an electron and a photon with an opening angle
larger than 150 and an invariant mass in the range 70{110 GeV. The pT of the electron
has to be larger than that of the photon. In order to select events with a topology close to
the signal events, a requirement of EmissT > 30 GeV is applied. Other backgrounds in this
region are estimated from a sideband t to the me distribution modelled by a Gaussian
function. The corresponding template, after background subtraction, is shown in gure 2.
6 Background estimation
Several background processes can mimic the tt signature of the signal events. In or-
der of importance the main background contributions are fake photons from misidentied
hadrons, predominantly in tt events (section 6.1), and events with electrons misidentied
as photons (section 6.2). Further small contributions stem from processes with prompt
photons (section 6.3). The sizes of the background contributions are given in section 9.
6.1 Background from hadrons misidentied as photons
The main background contribution to the tt process comes from hadrons, or photons
from hadron decays, that are misidentied as prompt photons. This background is esti-
mated from data using the template t. The main photon background contribution is tt
production with one hadronic fake. The derivation of the template used for the hadrons
misidentied as photons is described in section 5.2.
6.2 Background from electrons misidentied as photons
Events with electrons misidentied as photons are the second largest background con-
tribution. The main contribution arises from tt events with both top quarks decaying
semileptonically thereby producing two electrons or one electron and one muon. The sec-

















pair and one of the electrons is misidentied as a photon. The contribution of events with
electrons misidentied as photons is estimated with a fully data-driven method.
The probability for an electron to fake a photon (fake rate) is calculated using two
control regions, one enriched in Z ! ee and one enriched in events reconstructed as Z !
e+ fake  events. The event selections for the Z ! ee and Z ! e+ fake  samples require
two back-to-back objects, either two electrons or an electron and a photon. The denitions
are the same as for the signal selection except for the second electron in the Z ! ee
selection, where the pT threshold is lowered from 25 GeV to 15 GeV so that it is the same
as for the photon. In the Z ! e+ fake  selection the electron is required to have a larger
pT than the photon. In both selections the object with the larger pT is the tag while the
other one is the probe, i.e. the tag is always an electron.
The numbers of Z ! ee and Z ! e + fake  events are determined from a t of
the invariant mass distribution of the two objects using a sum of a Crystal-Ball [58] and a
Gaussian function. The t is performed in the region where the invariant mass lies between
70 GeV and 110 GeV. The fake rate is calculated from the ratio of these two numbers, as
a function of the transverse energy and the pseudorapidity of the photon. A correction
accounting for the dierent reconstruction and identication eciencies for electrons and
photons is applied.
The contribution of electrons reconstructed as photons in the signal region is then
estimated by applying the fake rate to a modied signal region, where an electron fulll-
ing the same kinematic selection as the photon is required. This background contributes
317  7  41 and 385  6  42 events in the electron and muon channels, respectively,
where the rst error is statistical and the second is systematic. The systematic uncer-
tainty is estimated by varying the range and functions used in the t of the two invariant
mass distributions.
6.3 Background events with a prompt photon
There are several background processes to tt production that can become a background to
the tt sample, if an additional prompt photon is present.
Multijet production with an associated prompt photon is a source of background when
one of the jets in the event is misidentied as a lepton, referred to as a fake lepton. In order
to estimate this background, a control sample is created that uses the same event selection
as for the signal except that the lepton identication criteria are loosened. To account for
the sample composition in fake and real leptons, each event is assigned a weight computed
from the matrix method [57] in order to obtain a distribution corresponding to fake leptons.
To calculate the contribution of events with a prompt photon in this sample, a likelihood t
is performed on the pisoT distribution of these weighted events, using the prompt-photon and
hadron-fake templates described in section 5.1 and section 5.2, respectively. This results in
estimated background contributions of 7:53:6 events in the electron channel and 8:35:2
events in the muon channel. The uncertainties are purely statistical.
Additional backgrounds from W+jets, Z+jets, single top quark and diboson pro-
duction are estimated using Monte Carlo simulations. For the W+jets events, the cross

















Process e + jets  + jets
Multijet +  7:5 3:6 8:3 5:2
W+jets 65 25 97 25
Z+jets 35 19 38 20
Single top +  13 7 19 10
Diboson +  2:6 1:5 2:5 1:4
Table 1. Expected yields of background processes with a prompt photon. The uncertainties
include all sources of systematic uncertainty described in section 8.
observed in data is smaller than the prediction obtained using the Sherpa generator, and
thus a scale factor is applied to the prediction of the simulation. This scale factor is derived
from a control region in data and is 0:69 0:16 for the electron channel and 0:76 0:14 for
the muon channel. The control region is dened exactly as for the signal region, except for
the required number of jets (between one and three), the number of b-tagged jets (exactly
one), and for an additional requirement on the invariant mass of the lepton and the photon,
which has to be less than 40 GeV. The uncertainties include the statistical and system-
atic uncertainty induced by the subtraction of the non-W+jets events from the control
region. A comparison between Alpgen and the nominal generation with Sherpa gives an
additional 20% uncertainty. For the Z+jets, single-top and diboson production with an
additional photon, a 50% theoretical uncertainty is assumed. In addition, all uncertainties
discussed in section 8 are taken into account.
The expected yields for these backgrounds are summarised in table 1.
7 Measurement of the ducial cross section
In this section, the theoretical predictions for the ducial region tt cross section and
dierential cross sections are described. The t strategy used to extract these from the
data is also presented.
7.1 Theoretical prediction
Production cross sections of a top-quark pair in association with a prompt photon have
been calculated at NLO in QCD [9], extending calculations obtained assuming stable top
quarks [59]. While the results presented in ref. [9] were calculated at a centre-of-mass energy
of
p
s = 14 TeV, a dedicated calculation at
p
s = 8 TeV has been performed in the single-
lepton channel both at LO and NLO using the same techniques as in ref. [9]. The CTEQ6L1
(CT10) PDF set is used for the LO (NLO) calculation, while for both a ne-structure
constant  = 1=137 and renormalisation and factorisation scales R = F = mtop are used.
Further computations were performed by simultaneously varying the scales R and F by
a factor of 2 or 0:5. The LO calculation agrees with the cross section from MadGraph
within 2%, for scale choices of both mtop and 2mtop. The ratio of the NLO and LO cross
sections, known as the K-factor, is obtained from the NLO theory calculation at a scale

















phase space requirements described in section 3. The overall K-factor was calculated to
be K = 1:90 0:25 0:12, with the rst uncertainty accounting for scale variation and the
second for PDF set variation. For the dierential cross-section predictions, the K-factors
for the corresponding bin in pT or  are used. These K-factors are used to correct the
prediction from simulation with MadGraph.
The K-factor derived above is then used to calculate the cross section at NLO by using
only events from the simulation with MadGraph in the same ducial region as dened
in section 4.3. The inclusive cross section is calculated to be 151  24 fb. In addition, the
cross section is calculated in bins of pT and  with the same ducial requirements as for
the cross-section measurement.
7.2 Fit strategy
The cross section for tt production is extracted from the observed binned pisoT distribution
employing a likelihood t. There are two free parameters in the t, i.e. the total number
of signal events and the total number of hadronic-fake events. The pisoT templates used
in the t are shown in gure 2. The prompt-photon template is used for the signal and
all backgrounds with a prompt photon. For the background from electrons misidentied
as photons, the electron-fake template is utilised and for hadronic fakes the hadronic-fake
template is utilised. All backgrounds, except for the hadronic fakes, are described by a
Poisson probability distribution with the mean values determined in section 6.



















i;j) models the event yield in bin j of the
pisoT distribution of bin i of the pT or  distribution, where Ni;j is the observed number
of events and N si;j and N
b
i;j are the expected numbers of signal and background events.
There is only one bin for the inclusive measurement, while there are ve bins for each of
the dierential cross-section measurements, corresponding to the bins in photon pT or .
The Gaussian function G(0jt; 1) of unit width models the systematic uncertainty t, where
t is the parameterisation of this uncertainty. The sources of systematic uncertainty are
discussed in section 8.
The inclusive and dierential ducial cross sections are related to the number of signal
events by
L  i  Ci  fi;j = N si;j ;
where L is the integrated luminosity of the data sample, i is the ducial cross section to
be determined, fi;j is the fraction of events falling into bin j of p
iso
T of bin i, calculated from
the signal template, and Ci is the ratio of the number of reconstructed events to the number
of generated events in the ducial region in bin i. The term Ci can also be expressed as the
ratio of the number of reconstructed events to the number of reconstructed events falling
into the ducial region in bin i, multiplied by the signal eciency. The ratio Ci therefore

















and the non-ducial region, including leptonic  decays, or between dierent bins i, in the
case of the dierential cross-section measurement. The values of Ci range from 0:21 to 0:38
(0:38 to 0:62) for the electron (muon) channel, depending on the bin in pT or . For the
dierential cross-section measurements, this means that the cross section i is computed
in each bin i using a bin-by-bin unfolding.
To consider the eect of a systematic uncertainty t on the value of a parameter p in the
t, p is multiplied by a response function, which is a function of the nuisance parameter t
used to parameterise this uncertainty. The parameters are the variables used to calculate
N si;j or N
b
i;j ,
p(t) = p  (1 + p)t ;
where p is the uncertainty of parameter p due to the systematic uncertainty t. There could
be multiple response functions multiplying p, if it is aected by more than one systematic
uncertainty.
The ducial cross sections are extracted by maximising the likelihood function
(eq. (7.1)). To obtain the condence interval for the tted cross sections, a prole likelihood




where the nuisance parameters are denoted by . The quantities with single hats are their
unconditional maximum-likelihood estimate, while the quantities with double hats are their
conditional maximum-likelihood estimate when  is xed. The prole likelihood ratio is
evaluated within the RooFit/RooStats framework [60, 61] and used to determine the upper
and lower limits on the cross section at the 68% condence level. In the t, events from
the electron and muon channels are merged, having a common parameter of interest, i.e.
the ducial cross section.
For the dierential cross-section measurement, the ducial region denition includes
all the requirements for the total cross-section measurement. In addition, the true pT or 
of the photon has to be in the bin considered. The systematic uncertainties are treated as
correlated between the bins. The size of the bins is chosen to keep the migration between
bins lower than the expected statistical uncertainty of the cross-section measurement in
that bin, in order to have only a small contribution from the bin-by-bin unfolding to the
total uncertainty. The migration between bins is smaller than 7% for all bins.
8 Systematic uncertainties
There are three categories of systematic uncertainty aecting the results: the modelling
uncertainties, the experimental uncertainties, and the uncertainties related to the template
shapes. When varying the parameters to estimate uncertainties, only small dierences
between the positive and negative uncertainties in the cross section are observed. The
uncertainty is therefore symmetrised by taking the larger of the two values. The uncer-
tainties for the inclusive and dierential measurements are derived in the same way. The
uncertainties for the inclusive measurement are discussed in detail below and summarised


















The renormalisation and factorisation scales for the simulation of the signal process are
varied simultaneously from their nominal value of R = F = 2mtop by a factor of 1=2 or
2, resulting in an uncertainty of 0:6% in the measured cross section. Pythia 6, which is
used for the nominal signal sample, is replaced by Herwig 6.520 [30] and Jimmy 4.31 [31]
to estimate the uncertainty due to the modelling of the parton shower, underlying event,
and hadronisation. This results in an uncertainty of 0:6% in the cross section. Initial-
and nal-state radiation are studied by using Pythia 6 tunes with high (Perugia2011C
radHi) and low (Perugia2011C radLo) QCD radiation activity for the signal sample. This
results in an uncertainty in the inclusive cross section of 2:2%.
Other signal modelling uncertainties were studied, including the choice of matrix-
element event generator [8], the PDF, and the eect of colour reconnection, underlying
event, and QED uncertainties, and are found to be negligible. The uncertainties in the
Z+jets, single-top+ and diboson+ backgrounds are estimated using the 48% uncer-
tainty in the normalisation of the samples in the four-jet bin from the Berends-Giele
scaling [62]. For the Z+jets events, this is the largest uncertainty, resulting in an un-
certainty of 2:8% in the inclusive cross-section measurement. For the single-top+ events
the uncertainty is 1:2%, while for the diboson+ events the uncertainty is negligible.
For W+jets events, the uncertainty in the scale factor used to normalise the sample
(section 6.3), as well as the dierence between the predictions from Sherpa and Alpgen,
is taken into account, resulting in a total uncertainty of 4:0%.
The fake rate used to estimate the background from electrons misidentied as photons
shows a dependence on the choice of range and function used in the t of the ee and
e invariant mass distributions, resulting in a total systematic uncertainty of 6:1% in the
measured inclusive cross section.
8.2 Experimental uncertainties
Experimental uncertainties common to signal and background processes come mainly from
the uncertainties associated with the event reconstruction, identication, and trigger e-
ciencies, momentum and energy scales, and momentum and energy resolutions of the jets,
the photon, the lepton, and EmissT . In addition, the uncertainties associated with the jet
avour tagging, the integrated luminosity, and the pile-up simulation are considered.
The largest uncertainty associated with jets arises from the jet energy scale (JES) [63],
which is split into several independent categories. To determine the JES uncertainty, each
source is varied independently, and the results added in quadrature to obtain an uncer-
tainty in the inclusive cross section of 4:9%. The leading sources for the JES uncertainty
are due to uncertainties in the modelling, the amount of pile-up, and the jet avour com-
position. The jet energy resolution is evaluated in a similar way [64] and results in a total
uncertainty of 0:5%.
The photon identication eciency [46] is measured with samples of photons from the
radiative decays of the Z boson, and electrons and positrons from Z boson decays, ex-

















are used to correct for detector mismodelling. Uncertainties in these scale factors range
between 1:5% and 2:5% (2% and 3%) for unconverted (converted) photons in the region
of ET < 40 GeV, and 0:5% to 1% for higher transverse energies. These scale factors are
varied to study their impact on the analysis, resulting in an uncertainty in the inclusive
cross section of 1:2%. The photon energy scale uncertainty [48] contributes another 0:7%
uncertainty to the measured inclusive cross section.
For leptons, the trigger and identication eciencies, and the energy scale and res-
olution have been investigated [42, 44, 64]. Correction factors that are applied to the
simulation to better match the data are varied within their uncertainty, resulting in an
uncertainty of 1:1% in the total cross-section measurement.
The uncertainty in b-tagging [53] is accounted for by varying the calibration scale fac-
tors for b-jets, c-jets, and light-avour jets by their corresponding systematic uncertainties
independently yielding a total systematic uncertainty of 0:3%. The contribution due to the
EmissT uncertainty is negligible.
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 1:9%, as determined from a calibration
of the luminosity scale derived from beam-separation scans [40]. As the luminosity aects
both the signal and background normalisation the resulting uncertainty is 2:1%.
8.3 Template-related uncertainties
The dominant uncertainty in the hadron-fake template comes from the contamination by
prompt photons. In order to take this contamination into account, a modied template is
constructed, where the photon candidates are required not only to fail one of the photon
identication requirements based on shower shapes, but all four of them (section 5.2).
The likelihood t is then repeated using the modied template resulting in a systematic
uncertainty in the inclusive cross section of 6:3%.
The prompt-photon template is aected by the modelling and experimental systematic
uncertainties as described in sections 8.1 and 8.2.
The largest uncertainty due to the template describing electrons misidentied as pho-
tons comes from a variation on the EmissT requirement in the event selection. Other uncer-
tainties are due to the variation of the mass range in the event selection and the pT ordering
chosen in the determination of the electron fake rates. The combination of these eects,
together with the fake rate uncertainty introduced above, yields a systematics uncertainty
of 6:3% on the cross section measurement.
9 Results
A total of 3072 candidate events are observed in data. The result of the t in the ducial
region for the inclusive cross section is summarised in table 3, together with the event
yields of the backgrounds. No signicant pull of the t input values and their uncertainties
is observed compared to the post-t values. Also, the tted event yields for the dierential
cross-section measurement are shown in each photon pT and  bin.


















Source Relative uncertainty [%]
Hadron-fake template 6.3
e!  fake 6.3
Jet energy scale 4.9
W+jets 4.0
Z+jets 2.8










Table 2. List of the most important systematic uncertainties for signal and background and their
eects on the measurement of the inclusive cross section. In addition, the statistical and total
uncertainty are given. The total uncertainty is derived from the likelihood t.
Range tt Hadronic e!  W+jets Z+jets Single Multijet+ Diboson+ Data
fake fake top+
Total 1060  130 1020  90 710  90 160  40 73  32 32  15 16  6 5.1  2.4 3072
15  pT < 25 GeV 280  40 360  40 240  35 47  13 23  10 7  4 4.4  2.3 1.3  0.7 966
25  pT < 40 GeV 309  34 233  26 171  7 37  10 22  10 6.4  3.3 3.8  2.4 1.8  0.9 783
40  pT < 60 GeV 220  40 205  21 111  30 28  8 13  6 10  5 1.6  1.9 0.5  0.3 589
60  pT < 100 GeV 160  40 116  16 100  40 24  7 10  5 8  4 3.4  2.1 1.0  0.6 420
100  pT < 300 GeV 150  25 71  10 50  20 23  7 4  2 0.9  0.7 0.8  1.0 0.3  0.2 298
jj < 0:25 246  34 121  21 93  24 18  6 9  4 4.0  2.2 5.2  1.8 1.0  0.6 497
0:25  jj < 0:55 260  40 130  20 116  29 29  8 11  6 3.7  2.1 0.0  0.4 1.5  0.8 552
0:55  jj < 0:90 180  40 198  27 150  40 31  9 16  7 2.2  1.3 4.0  1.8 0.4  0.2 578
0:90  jj < 1:37 200  40 233  33 169  50 35  10 17  8 9  5 5.7  2.1 1.0  0.5 663
1:37  jj < 2:37 150  40 344  33 200  12 48  13 19  9 13  6 5.4  2.5 1.4  0.7 782
Table 3. Post-t event yields for the signal and backgrounds for the inclusive cross-section mea-
surement and for the dierent bins of reconstructed photon pT and  for the dierential cross-section




























































ATLAS NLO prediction based on
PRD 83 (2011) 074013
stat total
PRD 91 (2015) 072007
-1 = 7 TeV  4.59 fbs
This work
-1 = 8 TeV  20.2 fbs
(b)
Figure 3. (a) Post-t track isolation distribution for the inclusive cross-section measurement. The
last bin includes the overow. The uncertainty band includes all uncertainties. (b) Summary of
ducial measurements of tt production in pp collisions at 7 TeV [8] and 8 TeV, normalised to the
expected cross section, calculated at NLO accuracy [9].
Using data selected in the single-lepton channel, the result of the inclusive measure-
ment is:
dsl = 139 7 (stat.) 17 (syst.) fb = 139 18 fb;
which agrees with the NLO prediction of 15124 fb [9]. This result is compared to the
Standard Model calculation as well as to the measurement performed at
p
s = 7 TeV [8] in
gure 3b. Good agreement with the NLO predictions is observed in both cases.
The measured pT and  dierential cross sections are shown and compared with their
corresponding theoretical predictions in gure 4. Good agreement is observed between the
measurement and predicted values.
10 Conclusions
A measurement of the ducial cross section of top-quark pair events in association with a
photon, using 20:2 fb 1 of 8 TeV pp collision data collected in 2012 by the ATLAS detec-
tor at the LHC is presented. The measurement is performed in the single-lepton channel
with either one isolated electron or muon, at least four jets where at least one is b-tagged
in the ducial region pT() > 15 GeV, j()j < 2:37 and pT(`) > 25 GeV, j(`)j < 2:5,
with angular separations R(`; ) > 0:7 and R(jet; ) > 0:5. The result is based on the
minimisation of a prole likelihood ratio, using the photon track isolation as the discrim-
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Figure 4. Measured dierential cross section in (a) pT and (b) jj and the corresponding theoretical
prediction.
jets misidentied as photons. The analysis uses data-driven measurements for the determi-
nation of the largest background contributions. In particular, the track isolation template
of the hadronic fakes and the background contributions of electron fakes and QCD multijet
events are obtained from data.
The ducial tt cross section is extracted by a combined t using the single-lepton
channel and the theoretical prediction at NLO is in agreement with this measurement. In
addition dierential cross sections with respect to photon pT and  are measured. These
results also agree with the theoretical predictions at NLO within uncertainties.
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